We study the effect of quantum fluctuations on the multiphase point of the Heisenberg model with first-and second-neighbor competing interactions and strong uniaxial spin anisotropy D. By studying the structure of perturbation theory we show that the multiphase degeneracy which exists for S=∞ (i.e., for the axial nextnearest-neighbor Ising model) is lifted and that the effect of quantum fluctuations is to stabilize a sequence of phases of wavelength 4,6,8, . . . . This sequence is probably an infinite one. We also show that quantum fluctuations can mediate an infinite sequence of layering transitions through which an interface can unbind from a wall.
Our analysis focuses on the domain wall interactions and we calculate in turn the wall energy, two-wall interactions, and three-wall interactions. This is done by an analysis of the structure of perturbation theory around the multiphase point of the ANNNI model: all orders of perturbation theory are important.
The calculation is described in Secs. III and IV and corrections pertinent to the long-period phases are treated in Sec. V. 
II. INTERFACE UNBINDING TRANSITION
Our first aim is to show how quantum fluctuations can affect the unbinding transition of an interface from a sur- (Sf SA ) where i are the sites of a one-dimensional lattice of length N and S, is a quantum spin of magnitude S at site i.
In Eq. (1) we introduced factors of S to simplify the classical spin (S m oo) limit. Although the results are described for one dimension, they hold for any dimension because of the translational invariance of the interface parallel to the surface. The 6nal term is chosen to impose the boundary conditions such that there is an interface in the system. The interface will be defined. as being in position k when it lies between sites k and k + 1. We shall restrict ourselves to the limits of zero temperature, H = oo and N = oo.
For D = oo, S; = cr, S, where 0;. = +1 and. the Hamil- tonian (1) Our aim here is to study the way in which this degeneracy is lifted by quantum fluctuations when D && J and S is large but 6nite. We find that the interface unbinds through an infinite sequence of 6rst-order transitions as 6~0+, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 . to retain the terms in the J's in the energy denominators to obtain the leading order contribution to V2(n). We consider separately n odd and n even.
n odd: To lowest order the processes which contribute are those shown in Fig. 7 
In writing this result we dropped all lower-order terms because they do not depend. on both o. and g. Here and below, the dependence on 0. is contained in the factor b because we assume the existence of the left-hand wall. For even n several diagrams contribute to leading order, i.e. , at nth-order perturbation theory. These are shown in Fig. 7(b) . As an example, we give the contributions to the energy from the diagram (b)(iii). Again we drop all terms which do not depend on both o. and g.
where the superscript (iii) indicates a contribution &om diagram (iii) of Fig. 7 , the prefactor 2 comes from including the contribution of the mirror image diagram, the prefactor ( -1) is the sign of nth-order perturbation theory, the factor (n -2)/2 is the number of places the single (Jq) hop can be put, and b q indicates that this contribution assumes the existence of the left-hand wall. To leading order in D, the g dependence is contained in
Using de2/dq = J2, we get
We treat the other diagrams of Fig. 7 similarly. Dropping terms which do not depend on both o and g and working to lowest order in (D), we get 
where we used de2/dg = J2 and deq/dpi = J2 -Jq.
Fisher and Szpilka4 have shown that the phase sequences can be determined graphically by constructing the lower convex envelope of V2(n) versus n. The points [n, V2(n)] which lie on the envelope correspond to stable phases. The pair interactions de6ned by the expressions (22) and (27) correspond already to a convex function for n « (D/J)~~2. Hence, in this regime, we expect within the two-wall approximation a sequence of phases (2), (3), (4) 
Consider first the calculation of F(2n -1, 2n 
This process is illustrated in Fig. 11 .
We now construct the energy of a system with only two walls, one between sites 0 and 1, the other between sites n and n+ 1. Here and below we include a factor of 2 because the process could be initiated at either of the two walls. Note that as n -+ oo, E2 m 2Eq, as expected. We will also need the contribution to the energy of this configuration &om third-order perturbation theory. The only process at this order is shown in Fig. 12 and it gives a contribution
In Eq. (42) 
Then, up to third-order perturbation contributions, the wall potential V2(n) we wish to obtain is given by V, (~) = Z(')(~) -2Z, (2) + E, (s)(~) .
To interpret these expressions it is convenient to express them in terms of the Green's function, defined by (44)
Z2 (n) = 2S ' ) ) X(, . )W(")X( )y( )(i)(t( )(1)G(. '"'")(6~))G"'")(6( )) .
ijA:lm
To obtain V2(n) we will have to determine bG = G(1'") -G(1 ). To evaluate this quantity we need to identify the perturbation which, when added to the unperturbed Hamiltonian describing two independent blocks of spins, (1,n) and (n+ 1, oo), gives the unperturbed Hamiltonian 'Ro( ' ). This perturbation V can be written as
where Z~& describes hopping across the wall which is needed to make the semi-infinite chain &om a finite block of parallel spins.
We now use some results of standard perturbation theory for a Green's function, as given, for instance, in Ref. 22 . For this expansion we work to lowest order in the wall perturbation, V, of Eq. (49). We choose 'Ro to be the Hamiltonian for a block of n parallel spins and treat V perturbatively. In first-order perturbation theory for V, it is not necessary to keep Z(") (and consequently 'Ro + ' ) because it moves an excitation to the right of the right wall which cannot be hopped back to the (l, n) block without going to higher-order perturbation theory. So correct to first order in perturbation theory we have
A~ ( 50) where W& is defined in Eq. (36). Thus using Eqs. (44), (46) -(48), and (50) we have the result V2(n) = 4S ) ) X;, )Wq" X1 )P~' )(i)Q( ' )(l)G, "'" (e( ))G"'" (e~)) .
ijklm Evaluating this when J1 --2J2, we obtain [writing G for G( '")(e ) and P for P( G1"] 
where 
where y = /4D'/ J2 and we set C = 4D'. The calculations for n odd and n even are similar. Here we do them only for n even, in which case J2" 2 To take the derivative note that G2 2"1 D' 1 sin (nb -2b) and b D' 1~2. Thus we have y "+ -,s in (nb -2b') -2 sin(nb' -2b) cos(nb' -2b)
Then we obtain, for n )) 1 and nh/7r an integer, 4J' 8V2(n) = ) ) $~q~(0;0)$~q~(0;TJ + 8J )G2,n 1(TJ jen-, q~)G2, n -1(8J ie~q~) TZ )SZ Q)qJ (72) where we omit the superscripts. The subscripts on P are the quantum number, o. , associated with the coordinate perpendicular to the wall, and the wave vector q~a ssociated with the transverse coordinates. The arguments of P are the coordinate perpendicular to the wall and the vector displacement in the plane of the wall. As a consequence of this oscillation, the phases come in the sequence n~n + 1 or n~n + 2, depending on the value of n. In the latter case, we did not explicitly investigate the stability of the phase diagram, but a cursory analysis leads us to believe that the function F(n, n+ 2) analogous to that in Eq. (28) 
There is no contribution Vs(3, 3).
Fourth-order perturbation theory. We first consider processes which are proportional to V~~V &. As we discussed in the text, to lowest order in J2/D we do not need to consider processes which hop beyond the wall.
However, since the calculation of F(2, 3) requires a calculation of Vs(2, 2) and Vs(2, 3) including the first higherorder corrections, we need to keep such processes.
We now evaluate contributions &om such processes, which we show in Fig. 16 . First of all, since these processes only exist in the absence of the right-hand wall, &om diagrams spanning a wall which are created and then immediately destroyed (as in the example of Fig.   4 ). 4D+ O(J). In particular, we need to include the dependence of F, on cr, which we deduce &om Fig. 6 .
For the present purposes it sufFices to set E; '= 4D and dZ;/do = J2 for all diagrams of Fig. 16 , except the last one, for which dE;/do = (J2 -Ji). Thus for the first diagram of Fig. 16 we have
Indicating with hV4(2, 2) and bV4(2, 3) the total contribution to V4(2, 2) and V4(2, 3) &om the diagrams of Fig.  16 , one has
However, one also needs to consider terms proportional to V&, where two pairs of excitations are created and destroyed which do indeed turn out to be important. Consider first a set of four spins n; at sites i and the following processes: they all carry a factor b"1.Second, their overall sign is negative for even-order (fourth-order) perturbation theory. Also, the contributions to V3(2, 2) carry a factor of 2 to account for the mirror image diagrams.
Thus &om the first diagram of Fig. 16 , we get EI, (c7, III) of Eq. (18) (i) ni, n2 excited, ni, n2 destroyed, ns, n4 excited, n3, n4 destroyed, (ii) ni, n2 excited, ns, n4 excited, ns, n4 destroyed, ni, n2 destroyed, (iii) ni, n2 excited, n3, n4 excited, ni, n2 destroyed, n3, n4 destroyed, (iv) n3, n4 excited, n3, n4 destroyed, ni, n2 excited, ni, n2 destroyed, (v) n3 n4 excited, ni, n2 excited, ni, n2 destroyed, ns, n4 destroyed, (vi) ns, n4 excited, ni, n2 excited, ns, n4 destroyed, ni, n2 destroyed.
We will be interested in the cases shown in Fig. 17 Fig. 17(a) . Only terms with rl = 1 give a contribution diferent &om Eo. Therefore, when the sum over cr is taken, the term proportional to o is the lowest order which survives. Including a factor 2 for diagrams symmetric with respect to reHection in the center wall of Fig. 17(a) Fig. 17 .+i (4D')' We now obtain d by expanding E(x) in powers of x.
To do that write ( -1) '"" ( h) for n even, where ao --5(J2/4D') and
where Tp- 
